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Must-Have Protection for a Dangerous World
The Internet powers virtually every aspect of business today. You use it to 
make phone calls, send emails, collect payments, connect to your supply 
chain, store critical data and promote your products.

All of this is at risk during a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack. 
Besides crippling your operations, these strikes fuel doubt about your 
infrastructure, stability and security practices. Blogs and tweets light up  
in minutes, becoming part of the Internet’s permanent record. The damage 
to your brand is lasting and incalculable.

Traditional Solutions Are No Longer Enough
Neustar® SiteProtect is a cloud-based on-demand DDoS mitigation service. 
It mitigates attacks in the cloud, far away from your infrastructure. It has 
the bandwidth and flexibility to repel today’s massive attacks, many of 
them estimated to be as large as 100Gbps.

Mitigation techniques popular just a few years ago, such as investing in 
perimeter-based hardware or over-provisioning bandwidth, are helpless  
in the face of increasingly large assaults. In fact, a handful of novices 
armed with free downloadable software, home PCs and cable modems  
can saturate most business’ Internet connections and take them down.

Advanced and Cost-Effective
Activated through a simple DNS or BGP redirection of your Internet traffic, 
SiteProtect absorbs & scrubs bad traffic, allowing clean traffic to flow 
to your infrastructure. SiteProtect dynamically distinguishes legitimate 
traffic from attack traffic (either from malicious or naïve sources) by 
utilizing dedicated DDoS mitigation equipment from multiple vendors.  
This multi-vendor approach allows us to surgically leverage the unique 
DDoS mitigation capabilities of each vendor’s solution.

We supplement this equipment with proprietary DDoS mitigation 
capabilities to create a superset of DDoS fighting tools that can support 
focused scrubbing algorithms. We also leverage the years of DDoS 
mitigation experience of our 24x7 Security Operations Center (SOC) staff to 
manually fine tune these resources.

NOW THE GOOD NEWS:  there’s an advanced, affordable service 
you can use to protect your business – ensuring you stay up and 
running, even during the largest attacks.

Neustar Advantage:
•	 Large public (NYSE: NSR)  

Top 25 tech company

•	 10+ years DDoS  
mitigation experience

•	 15 node global IP Anycasted 
scrubbing centers  
(6 TCP / 9 UDP)

•	 Unlimited mitigation  
capacity from upstream 
partners 

•	 175Gbps true attack traffic 
cleaning capacity with plans  
to expand

•	 5 diverse tier one  
network providers

•	 7 diverse integrated  
technology providers 

// Citrix Systems
// Cisco Systems
// Arbor Networks
// Hewlett Packard
// Juniper Networks
// RioRey, Inc.
// Neustar, Inc.

•	 Fully IPv6 & OSI Layer 7 capable

•	 24x7 U.S.-based Security 
Operations & Network  
Operations Centers

•	 DDoS protection for Web,  
email, APIs & more

•	 Deep discounts available  
when bundled with UltraDNS  
& Webmetrics services



Neustar’s network of global scrubbing centers has massive 
cleaning capacity and we’re constantly adding more to keep a 
step ahead.

Neustar can provision SiteProtect to defend most standard 
TCP-based applications including: websites, email servers, 
APIs, databases and more. Unlike many others, our solution 
protects your entire Internet ecosystem. For the ultimate 
assurance, we recommend bundling SiteProtect with Neustar 
UltraDNS® UDP-based DNS protection and our Webmetrics® 
performance monitoring service. Initial set-up is painless. 
And yes, SiteProtect is fully IPv6-compliant.

Besides being powerful, SiteProtect is affordable. You don’t 
have to buy new hardware or hire additional staff to maintain 
it. Thanks to a low monthly fee and no hidden overage fees 
due to attack size (applies to standard SiteProtect package), 
you can protect your business without breaking the bank. The 
service is completely on-demand, so you decide when and if 
you want to activate mitigation.

A Partner You Can Trust
With SiteProtect, your DDoS mitigation is backed by the full 
resources of Neustar, one of the Top 25 Fastest-Growing Tech 
Firms (as named by Forbes Magazine) and a global leader in 
network services.

We offer the stability of a large publicly traded company 
(NYSE: NSR), plus the expertise of our 24x7 Customer Support, 
Security Operations and Network Operations teams (all U.S.-
based). Add our worldwide scrubbing-center infrastructure, 
diverse technology arsenal, synergistic add-on services 
(UltraDNS & Webmetrics) and our years of experience in  
DDoS defense… and you’ve got the complete package.

DDoS attacks are getting larger and more dangerous by 
the day. A mitigation solution has become a must-have, 
not a nice-to-have. Make sure yours has the platform size, 
experience and full selection of services to keep your brand 
and revenues safe. Make sure yours is Neustar SiteProtect.
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About Neustar
Neustar Inc. (NYSE: NSR) is a global leader in data and analytics. Our technologies and the information they yield solve some 
of today’s most pressing challenges, such as targeting mobile consumers with relevant, real-time offerings and protecting 
organizations from security breaches and cyber-attacks. Offered through our Internet Infrastructure Services Division,  
Neustar SiteProtect is a cloud-based service that protects Internet ecosystems from distributed denial of service (DDoS) 
attacks. By adding Neustar UltraDNS, the world’s most trusted managed DNS service, organizations can also defend against 
DNS-based DDoS attacks and enjoy the most comprehensive protection available. For more information about SiteProtect, 
please visit http://www.UltraDNS.com/Services/SiteProtect.


